Prof. Dr. Borislav Borisov Was Dignified by The Honorary Title of Doctor Honoris Causa of The Kyiv University of Law to The National Academy of Science of Ukraine

At an official session the Academic Council of the Kyiv University of Law to the National Academy of Ukraine dignified Prof. Dr. Borislav Borisov by the Honorary title of DOCTOR HONORIS CAUSA.

The event was held on October, 26th, 2012 at the luxury university hall Atrium in the presence of a wide range of eminent representatives of the scientific and academic community of Ukraine, politicians and leading public figures in the country. In the event took part the Rector of UNWE Prof. D.Sc. (Econ.) Statty Stattev and Mr. Krasimir Minchev, ambassador of the Republic of Bulgaria in Ukraine.

In his speech the Rector of the Kyiv University of Law Prof. Iurii Boshytskyi outlined the merits and achievements of Prof. Borisov which set him with dignity among the twelve holders from the country and abroad of that high honorary university title. Prof. Boshytskyi noted in particular the international authority of the Bulgarian scientist in the field of economics and the intellectual property management, his contribution to its approval and development in Bulgaria and more precisely at the UNWE as well as his significant achievements as a Head of academic communities and his beneficial activity for approval and development of the cooperation between Bulgaria and Ukraine in the academic and scientific sphere. In a summary Prof. Boshytskyi expressed personally and on behalf of the Academic Council a tribute and respect to the new holder of the title of Doctor Honoris Causa of the Kyiv University of Law.

In accordance with the university traditions Prof. Borislav Borisov exposed his academic speech titled “ABOUT THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, PROSPERITY OF THE NATIONS AND OUR ASSIGNMENTS AS UNIVERSITY SCIENTISTS”. The academic speech caused the attention and interest of the participants in the session. The discussion on the report as well as the assessments given by a number of authoritative Ukraine scientists were a dignified closure of the solemn Academic Council.

After he was dignified by the honorary title, Prof. Dr. Borisov stated his sincere thankfulness for the assessment of his activity as a scientist, researcher and Head which had given the reason for conferring the Honorary title of DOCTOR HONORIS CAUSA of the Kyiv University of Law. He expressed his willingness to contribute to enrichment and development of the beneficial cooperation between the UNWE and the Kyiv University of Law also in the future.

* * *

The Rector of the Kyiv University of Law Prof. Iurii Boshytskyi and the Vice-Rectors of the university
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From the left to the right: Prof. D.Sc. (Econ.) Statty Stattev, Prof. Dr. Borislav Borisov, Mr. Krasimir Minchev - ambassador of Bulgaria in Ukraine and Mr. Peter Tanev - advisor on the issues of science and education at the Bulgarian Embassy, are listening to the national anthem.

Prof. Dr. Borislav Borisov is exposing his academic speech.

The Rector of the Kyiv University of Law Prof. Iurii Boshytskyi is bestowing to Prof. Borisov the distinction.

Acad. Prof. D.Sc.(Phil.) Colonel-General Iurii Sedih is giving to Prof. Borisov a memorial present.
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A photo at the end of the ceremony